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in order to create test step logic, click on the steps
drop down list. you will see all the steps you have
recorded. you can click on the add button to add a
new step or drag and drop an existing step to the
editing area. once you have finished adding steps to
your test, you need to add them to a test group in
order to provide a logical structure to your test. you
can add a step to any group you want. to add a step
to the my steps group, click on the group drop down
list and select my steps. as you can see, test studio
provides a very rich feature set for creating,
recording, editing and executing your own test
cases. the documentation provides more
information and usage examples for all of these
features. data driven testing is the latest trend in qa
and we are currently experiencing more and more
qa testers running their tests with data driven
testing. with data driven testing, testers can create
data objects and use them to write scripts. in
addition to writing scripts, you can also use them to
run your manual test. data driven testing is
considered an example of automation for testing.
you can use this approach to improve your testing
productivity. data driven testing is not a
replacement for manual testing. it is only a
replacement for the testing of large numbers of test
cases. the testing of web application usually
consists of the following steps: design and develop
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the web application. create a set of test cases that
perform different functionalities of the web
application. create the test suite that performs all
the functionalities of the web application. create a
test case for each test scenario that performs a
single functionality. run the test case and observe
the results.
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in addition to these features, the new version offers
the following: flexible syntax. improved editing
capabilities ability to preview and filter scripts

during search and replace. ability to preview and
filter scripts during search and replace. flexible

reporting. improved support for targetting
production servers. the following are a few of the

benefits of using test studio: organizational
memory: the interface of test studio will never get

confusing ease of use: recording and playback
scripts are intuitive, easy to implement and easy to

maintain quickness: tests are recorded and run
using an html form of web browser. scripts are
automating any browser, desktop or mobile as

mentioned before, you can use any code you like for
each step - textfinder, findelement, etc. with our
current approach, we are saving information only
about the objects our script interacts with. in the
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next chapter we will use the same approach with
data already stored in external storage for

verification. testing with selected element is
supported by telerik test studio v10 and higher, as

mentioned in v10, you can use context menu
operation to get element under cursor and then

right-click to perform desired operation. i am
assuming, you are familiar with this concept of

testing. telerik test studio will help you to perform
this process efficiently and continuously

(preferably). you just need to focus on how to
design data that will help in creating "agile" scripts.

once that is done, it will take less time for you to
write tests rather than to think about how to do it.
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